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The Old Farmhouse 
 

Randy liked having his days off during the week. While everyone else is at work the stores and 

restaurants are nearly empty. The server at his favorite truck stop has time to make sure his coffee is 

topped off while the short order cook can focus on getting his eggs and bacon just right.  The clerks at 

the hardware and grocery stores are always helpful, because they have time to see to his needs. He can 

wander through the hardware store picking up the items he will need for the weekend and get through 

the checkout quickly. The rest of the day is left to have fun. Today he decided he would do some fishing. 

His favorite fishing spot is near a bridge not too far from an old farmhouse. The farmhouse sits 

next to Cane Creek, which runs through Butler County in Southeast Missouri. He actually has two spots 

there. On sunny, hot days he likes a spot underneath the bridge. It is shady and cool even on the hottest 

days. The rest of the time he likes to position his folding chair at a spot to take full advantage of the 

sunlight.  On these occasions he would sit with his shirt off and get some sun while doing as little as 

possible trying to catch a fish. 

He has a 1967 International Harvester Scout he uses for his hunting and fishing trips. His family 

is always kidding him about his project car. He bought it from a friend of his whose dad had stored it in 

his barn for 30 years. It took him two years of fiddling with the engine to get it running again. It still 

needs body work and a new interior, but it runs good. It's perfect for these occasions since he can throw 

his stuff in the back and not worry about damaging anything.  He packs the Scout with the necessary 

items: two cane poles; a tackle box full of line, weights, bobbers, and hooks; a folding chair; a cooler full 

of sandwiches, snacks, and enough beer to last the day; a “live” bucket for the fish he catches; a bait 

box; and a contraption of his own design to carry everything down to his fishing spot. 

For this fishing hole, his favorite fishing tool is a cane pole. The creek is not very deep, especially 

in the middle of the summer. It’s only about six feet deep where he fishes and cane poles are good for 

the type of fishing he does there, which is to catch crappie, blue gill, and perch and an occasional catfish. 

He also has a few rod and reels for other occasions when he’s fishing at the lake with his friend Jamey. In 

those cases he needs to either cast the line from the boat to near the shoreline where bass like to stay 

or drop the bait to bottom of the lake, which can be more than 100 feet deep in some places. He even 

has a fly rod stuck in the corner of his garage when he went trout fishing out in Colorado one year.  Cane 

poles are dried bamboo usually ten to twelve feet long.  To configure a cane pole for fishing all you need 

is fishing line, a hook, and a lead weight. Rather than have the bait lay on the bottom of the creek, 

Randy uses a cork or small plastic device called a bobber that allows the bait sit above the bottom. The 

fishing line is either twine (braided cotton string) or nylon cord. The line is attached to the tapered end 

of the cane pole usually with just enough line to reach the other end of the pole. Sometimes the end of 

the pole can break off when a big fish takes the hook. So, the angler ties the end of the line to the 

middle of the pole, runs it to the end, and ties it off again. 

Randy likes to fish with two poles when he comes here, but he doesn’t lay them down on the 

ground untethered just in case a big one grabs the bait and takes off with the bait, the hook, the line, 



and the pole. Rather, he uses a time-honored method to secure them.  He finds a small hole to anchor 

one end of the pole or ties one end to a bush or tree trunk. 

All he needs now is a few nightcrawlers. Some mistake them for regular worms called red 

wigglers. They are smaller than nightcrawlers. Red wigglers are only three to four inches long and about 

a quarter inch in diameter while nightcrawlers are about six to seven inches long and almost as thick 

your little finger. On other days he might use different kinds of bait. Crickets are also good for panfish, 

but he would have to stop somewhere and get them from a bait store. Crawdads are good for bass and 

catfish. They call them crawfish in Louisiana and they eat them. Here in Missouri they’re bait. The bait 

store has them, too, but he would rather fetch them himself. They can be found most anywhere there is 

water. His favorite spot is the ditch on the side of the gravel road not far from his house. There are 

several ways they can be caught. A trap that looks much like a lobster trap is used. After all crawdads 

look like miniature lobsters. Some use a net and others simply use their hands. Randy likes using a seine 

to pull the crawdads out of the ditches. Since crawdads are bottom feeders using a contraption that can 

be dragged along the bottom of the ditch has worked well for him. 

A seine consists of a long pole about ten feet long with a basket (of sorts) attached to one end of 

the pole. It is more like a wooden box with chicken wire attached to three sides and both ends. It is 

attached to one end of the pole with the open part of the box facing the other end of the pole. What 

you do is lift the pole and place the other end (with the box) on the other side of the ditch, which is 

usually only about six to eight feet wide. Then you pull on the pole allowing the box to dip down into the 

water and drag itself along the bottom scooping up what it can catch in the chicken wire. If you’re lucky 

you catch several crawdads with each swipe. Repeat until you think you have enough for your fishing 

trip. Randy usually likes to throw about a dozen in his bait box. 

Today, however, Randy just wants to fish with nightcrawlers. Behind the old farmhouse next to 

his fishing spot is a good place to find them. Randy’s family knew the family that lived there having been 

raised at his family farm about a mile away. Before World War II the family owned about 5,000 acres 

about half was cleared to grow wheat, potatoes, and corn. They also raised cattle and hogs; and had a 

small contract with the railroad to harvest some of the trees to make railroad ties. But after the war the 

boys moved to St. Louis to find work, which left the old man, his wife, and only one son who was about 

nine at the time to help work the farm. The farm didn’t generate enough income to hire farm hands. So, 

the old man sold of some of the property to the other farms in the area. What he couldn’t sell he 

offered share cropping contracts to local families. That generated enough income to pay the taxes and 

provide for a small income for the three of them.  

By the late seventies when Randy was growing up the old man had died. A few years later his 

wife remarried and moved to Poplar Bluff. The son worked the farm for a few years, but couldn’t make 

enough money. He wanted to sell the property, but the old man had died intestate leaving the property 

to all of the siblings and his mother. He couldn’t get an agreement from the other siblings. So, he 

abandoned the farm. Someone in the family must still be paying the property taxes though, because the 

property is still abandoned to this day. No one comes by the property anymore, except for Randy. 



Randy drives the Scout one mile to a two-lane bridge, which crosses over Cane Creek. He turns 

left onto the farmhouse property on the first rutted driveway past the bridge. There are three 

driveways, per se, along the 150 foot road frontage leading from the road to the house, but these are 

simply dirt roads. The middle one was the intended driveway. You can see old tires buried halfway lining 

both sides going about 50 feet from the road. The other two are on both ends of the road frontage. They 

were used when the center driveway became too rutted or too wet to traverse. Over time when all 

three were too bad to drive on, someone would hook up the old six tine plow to the tractor. After a few 

passes the ruts were smoothed out.  A few days later when the ground settled the driveways were flat 

again. 

Randy negotiates the driveway to the house, which sits back about 200 feet from the road, pulls 

the Scout to the right of the house, and stops close to the fence surrounding the barn yard in back of the 

house. Nothing is left in the house now since it was abandoned by the family some thirty years ago. The 

kids took most everything of value. A few months later thieves took what was left, even the toilet. Now 

all you see are broken windows and rotting wood. Behind the house is what used to be the barn yard 

where the family’s milk cow, chickens, and pigs were kept. To the left is the old chicken coop. Beyond it 

is a small barn for the milk cow. On the far end, about 100 feet from the house still stands the old 

outhouse. 

Randy pulls his “worm catcher” out of the back of the Scout and carries it and the bait box to the 

barn yard. He pushes one end of a three foot metal rod about one foot into the ground. Attached to the 

other end of the metal road is a heavy duty wire, which is then attached to small engine battery. Randy 

flips the switch on the battery to “ON,” which starts sending a small electrical current into the ground. A 

few minutes later nightcrawlers started to rise up from the ground onto the surface trying to avoid the 

electrical shock pulsing the ground. Randy picked a dozen fat ones, threw a handful of dirt into the bait 

box, turned off the worm catcher, and walked back the Scout. With his bait secured he drove back to the 

road and parked next to the bridge. 

He pulls out his home-made carrier and loads his fishing supplies and other necessary items 

onto it. His home-made carrier was, basically, a hand truck with a nylon web attached to one side. He 

found the web at an auto parts store. The web is typically used in back of small pickup trucks to secure a 

load. He puts his cooler on first followed has tackle box, bait box, and an empty bucket. He then wraps 

the nylon web around the collection and attaches it to the other side of the hand truck. Then he pushes 

two cane poles down inside between the webbing and the hand truck. He uses some of the extra hooks 

to attach his folding chair. With everything secure he walks down the well-worn path to a spot below 

the bridge about four feet from the edge of the creek. 

He positions his chair just inside two holes that he would use to anchor his fishing poles. On 

each pole he baits the hook with a freshly retrieved nightcrawler, puts a nice red and white bobber 

about four feet above the hook, drops the line into the water, and shoves one end of the cane pole into 

each hole on one side of the chair. With that chore done he fishes a long neck brew out of his cooler, 

pops the cap, sits down in the chair, and takes a large gulp.  



Having done this many times before he knew the bait, weight, and hook dangled about six 

inches above the bottom. It didn’t take long to see some fish below nibbling on the bait as evidenced by 

the bobber momentarily dipping below the water. He slowly pulls the cane pole with the bobber still 

bouncing in the water until there is only about six inches of slack left on the line. He waits until the 

bobber goes completely under the water indicating that one of the fish has taken the bait in his mouth 

and starts to swim away with it. Randy gives the pole a quick upward tug to set the hook into the fish’s 

mouth and pulls it out of the water. He moves the pole nearly straight up to let the fish swing toward 

him. He expertly removes the hook from the fish, a nice eight inch Blue Gill, and drops the fish in the 

bucket partially filled with water from the creek. 

He baits the now empty hook with another nightcrawler and replaces the apparatus back into 

the water to entice more fish. This process continued for about two hours, with Randy’s live bucket 

containing five good-sized perch and a blue gill. During that time he managed to empty four long necks. 

He had started on his fifth, but dozed off not noticing that another fish was nibbling on a night 

crawler…….. 

Randy woke in complete darkness. Thinking that he slept well past sundown he reached for the 

flashlight he keeps in his tackle box, but found no tackle box. He remembered he had his cell phone with 

him, pulled it off his belt, and initiated the menu. The first thing he noticed was that there was no 

service, which is not unusual for this part of the county he thought. He paged through the apps until he 

found the flashlight app. After starting the flashlight app he pointed the phone in the direction of the 

tackle box, but all he saw was a shiny metal floor. Then he pointed the phone in the direction of the 

creek, but saw the same thing: a metal floor. “What the hell!?” he thought. 

Then he heard someone say quietly, almost a whisper, “Hey Buddy. You will want to turn that 

light off!” Instinctively, Randy pulled his Glock from its holster, “Who’s that?” 

“Hold on partner. I’m on your side, but there are things out here that are attracted to light and 

you don’t want to meet them out in the open.” 

Randy saw a cigarette lighter flame a few feet away. 

“Kill that app and come toward the flame. I’m only going to keep it lit for a few more seconds.” 

Randy turned off his phone and moved over to the flame. 

The voice became a face as Randy came closer. He saw a man a little older than he wearing a 

Cincinnati Reds baseball cap. 

“We’re about fifty yards from a house. We’ll be safe there until it the light returns in here.” 

The flame in the lighter went out. Then Randy could see another flame from a lighter in the 

distance. 

“Don’t talk and don’t make any sounds.” 



“OK.” 

“Let’s go!” 

Randy walked quickly toward the small flame. When they got within ten feet he could almost 

make out a front porch. Both scrambled onto the porch, quickly moved into the house, and closed the 

door. 

Randy saw five people in the room, two women and three men, revealed by the single flame of 

a cigarette lighter. His rescuer offered his hand to Randy and spoke first, “John.” 

Randy reached out and shook his hand and said, “Randy.” 

The others in turn offered their names to Randy, “Amy, Bill, Mary, and Steve.” 

Pointing to a sleeping bag near an inner wall John remarked, “It’ll be light soon. We can talk 

more then, because it gets a little noisy outside. For now, get some rest. We’ll douse the lighter in a 

couple of seconds.” Randy sat on the sleeping bag with his back resting on the wall. A few seconds later 

the room went dark. He sat in the dark trying to figure what happened, but a few minutes later his 

fatigue took hold and he dozed off. 

 

Sanctuary 
 

Randy’s subconscious heard a loud bellowing off in the distance, but his conscious mind quickly 

took over waking him. The sound was real! 

Randy noticed light coming from a window in the room. He could also hear animal-like noises 

outside as John has indicated earlier. Randy looked around the room and saw no one, but he heard 

someone talking in the next room. One of the women walked into the room and noticed that Randy had 

awakened. 

“Hi Randy, I’m Amy. This is my house. Come on into the kitchen and get something to eat.” 

Randy got up off the floor and followed Amy into the kitchen. The four seated at the kitchen 

table looked up from their breakfast and stood up to greet Randy. Randy reached out and shook hands 

with Bill, Mary, Steve, and the one who retrieved him from the darkness: John. Amy motioned to Randy 

to sit down at the table. Amy poured a cup of coffee for him and laid a plate with scrambled eggs, 

potatoes, and bread on the table in front of him. Randy looked around to everyone seated and said to 

them, “What is this place… where are we?” 

“In short, Randy, we don’t know,” John said. “We’ve all only been here for a couple of days. 

Amy, fortunately, was here first and, whoever they are, took her and the house, too.” 



Amy chipped in, “We don’t have any external power, of course, but I have some propane that we use for 

cooking and a couple oil lanterns we use for light when it gets dark outside.” 

“Do you remember anything?” Randy said. 

“No…I dozed off in front of the TV and when I woke up I was here …. house and all.” 

Randy looked around the table silently asking the same question to the rest. 

Bill answered first, “I was in my plane flying from Austin to Dallas. The same thing happened. I 

dozed off and woke in here?” pointing out the kitchen window to a single-engine plane sitting about 50 

yards from the house. “It was daylight when I woke up. I saw Amy waving at me to come into the house. 

So, I high-tailed over here, before those things could get to me.” 

“I was hiking in Colorado,” Mary added. Pointing to the rest of the group, “I was brought here 

about two hours before you. Fortunately, I was pretty close to the house. Steve and John carried me 

inside before I woke up.” 

Steve added, “I was driving on the Pennsylvania Turnpike headed back home to Pittsburgh. I 

entered one of the tunnels and ended up here. That’s my F150 parked next to the house.” 

John spoke last, “I was deer hunting in Michigan. I was up early, before sunrise, walking from 

camp to my deer blind. I heard someone else walking through the woods near me and the next thing I 

knew I was laying on the floor of this place.  The only cover I saw when I woke up was this house, but it 

was a good two hundred yards from my position and there were two wolf-like things between me and 

the house. Fortunately, I still had my long gun and a side arm with me. After putting them down, I made 

it to the house without anything else coming after me.” 

“We’re the lucky ones,” Mary added, staring down at the table. She took a deep breath, “There 

were two others that were put here, but it was still light out and they weren’t armed like John. Those 

things were on them before we could do anything to help them.” 

“Yes,” John added. “It was fortunate that you were put here during the dark hours. We heard 

some noise in your direction, but didn’t know it was you until you started that app on your phone. That’s 

when I rushed over to warn you.” 

Randy, “My experience was much like yours John. I was fishing in Missouri and the next things I 

knew I was sitting in the dark. Fortunately John warned me about the light on my phone and led me 

back here.” Looking around the table Randy continued, “Is there a way out of here?” 

Steve, “Not that we can tell. We've driven all around the edge. It’s about one by two miles. We 

saw no openings. Nothing on the floor either. The roof is pretty high up and we can see what looks like a 

door or at least an opening of sorts, but it's too high to get there to examine it.” 

John, “But things we saw one day are gone the next. So, there must be a way out.” 



Randy, “What things? What else is out there?” 

John, “I only shot two of those wolf-like things. There are more of them out there.” Pointing out 

the kitchen window, “We drove Steve’s car over to another structure. We didn’t see anyone moving 

around inside. So, we went inside only see items that we didn’t recognize including the food. But, it 

tasted good. So we took what we could carry.” Pointing in another direction, “There are a bunch of 

extremely large animals over near one of the corners, but most have died probably from lack water or 

food. We’ve seen some movement over by that large dirt pile near the middle. We're going to look 

around there today. That's the only place we haven't checked. But with you and your side arm here we 

should be able to make it there and back. Want to go with us?” 

“Oh yeah. Let’s go.” 

John, Mary, and Randy joined Steve in his F150, actually the crew cab version, which allowed all 

to sit high. It also had a sun roof, which could be used by one person to fire at an attacker if required. All 

were, fortunately, armed. John had the only rifle and it was a good one: a Browning 30-06 semi-

automatic with a four power scope. He had zeroed it in at 200 yards so that the round would still be 

within a three inch circle at 400 yards. Two handguns carried by Steve and Randy were 9 mm pistols 

each having a 15 round capacity. Mary was carrying a 22 magnum revolver with eight rounds. 

They had parked close enough to the house so as not to garner any attention from the creatures 

also held captive here. When Steve started the F150 the wolf-like leader’s head turned toward them. 

There were only four of them. Each one the weight of an average professional football offensive 

lineman. They had the appearance of a large wolf, but with scales rather than fur. They walked on all 

four legs most of the time, but they could stand if needed. What would normally be paws on Earth’s 

animals looked more like human hands and feet. The head had no ears and their eyes were separated, 

which means they are predators that could discern distances. Their jaws looked much like a tiger’s jaw 

with large, protruding canines. 

Embedded in the large pile of dirt it kept hidden from predators. It could feel the vehicle coming 

closer. Measuring nearly 40 feet in length half of it a tail, the furry creature has six legs. Each leg has a 

pad some three feet in diameter with ten twelve inch long claws perfect for digging through the clay-like 

dirt on its planet with little difficulty. The face has no eyes, but around the nose were a collection of very 

sensitive hairs some two feet in length. The mouth contained very sharp teeth designed for tearing with 

the canines made for grabbing and holding its prey. 

Steve stopped the truck near what appeared to be an opening in the dirt pile. It is not a hole or 

cave, but rather a split in the dirt pile creating a narrow canyon leading into the core of the dirt pile. 

John got out first putting binoculars to his eyes to see what the wolf-like creatures were doing.  

“They still haven’t moved yet,” he said.  

The other three got out of the car and the four started to enter into the canyon with John in the 

lead followed by Mary, Randy, and Steve. They were in about 50 feet when Steve saw some movement 



to his right. Steve froze looking in the direction of the movement of the dirt only about three feet to his 

right. Already about 15 feet ahead, the other three noticed he had stopped. 

As quietly as possible Steve said, "Stop!" 

The three turned around just in time to see a large, leathery flipper smash into Steve pushing 

him nearer to the dirt wall. They saw a huge head open its mouth and tear into Steve killing him 

instantly. A second flipper swung out barely missing Mary. The fifteen foot long tail swung around 

toward them barely missing John, but knocked Randy and Mary off their feet. John quickly pulled them 

away from the tail. He looked for Steve, but could only see his legs protruding from the creature’s 

mouth. The three gathered themselves and began to run further into the dirt pile. The canyon turned 

making an ever decreasing spiral. It came to a dead end at a ten foot diameter hole in the metal floor 

liquid pouring into it from all sides. 

John, “Looks like a drain for all the effluent produced by the creatures in this place.” 

The three saw a metal grate covering the hole. The squares of the grate were about three feet 

on each side. They could see more dirt about ten feet below that had fallen through. They saw the liquid 

spill onto the dirt below and travel down a small stream away from the hole. While the others watched 

for predators John laid prone on the floor and poked his head through one of the holes in the grate. He 

could see light about a mile away just about the distance from the center of the structure to its edge.  

“It’s a way out of here!” he said excitedly. “About a mile underneath this thing to light. Don’t see 

any movement under here either.” 

Standing up, “We’ll go back and tell the others and pack up. But we’ll have to wait until 

tomorrow. Too many things are stirring around now to risk coming back.” 

The others agreed and made their way back to the truck carefully avoiding the creature that 

killed Steve. They pulled up to the house and hurried inside just before the wolves made their over to 

them. They told the others what happened to Steve as well as their discovery of the hole. The remaining 

five spent the rest of the day packing what they could in whatever they could carry. Amy had some 

rolling suitcases, which proved suitable for the heavier can goods and water. They fashioned some back 

packs out of pillow cases for the lighter items. Then they fell asleep. 

The next morning Mary and Bill were gone. 

Amy woke up first. She noticed the two empty sleeping bags, but assumed they were elsewhere 

in the house. She walked into the kitchen thinking she smelled recently brewed coffee, but the coffee 

pot was still standing upside down in the drainer. Following her morning routine she got the coffee 

going then walked down to the bathroom. Again, neither Mary nor Bill were using it. More concerned 

now, she went to the bottom of the stairs where the other bathroom and all the bedrooms were 

located.  



“Bill, Mary ….. You guys upstairs?” Amy said in a louder than normal voice. Receiving no reply 

she bounded up the stairs two at a time. Opening all four doors one at a time, “Bill… Mary!”        

“Bill… Mary!” 

“Bill… Mary!” 

“Bill… Mary!” 

Tearing up and running back downstairs she yelled, “John… Randy!” 

Both awake now, Randy said, “What’s wrong Amy?” 

“Bill and Mary are gone! They’re not in the house!” 

John looked outside and saw the F150 was still parked where they last left it. Picking up the 

binoculars and the rifle, John said, “Randy, you and Amy double-check the house. I’ll check outside for 

them.” 

John quickly stepped out onto the front porch. He put the binoculars to his eyes and scanned 

the area. He walked to each side of the house in succession scanning the area as he moved. He stepped 

back into the front door as Randy and Amy were re-entering the front room. 

“No?” 

Both quietly shook their heads. 

John looked over to their sleeping bags, then to the center of the room where the suitcases and 

backpacks were placed the night before. 

John, “Their stuff is still where they were left it.” 

Amy, “Maybe they were …… taken.” 

Having the same train of thought, Randy, “We have to go … Now …. Before everything in here 

wakes up.” 

They put the bags and backpacks in the back of the F150 and took off toward the dirt pile. But 

this time they drove right into the canyon. They noticed that they creature was gone, too, leaving a 

larger hole where he was. They drove as far as they could until the canyon became too narrow. They ran 

the rest of the way and squeezed themselves through the holes in the grate before the wolf-like things 

could get to them. 

The stream of liquid falling through the grate gathered into a small pool before making a small 

rancid smelling creek.  While it smelled bad the remaining three survivors decided to follow the stream 

toward the light as the smell may keep some predators away. 



John turned on his flashlight and scanned the immediate area. Nothing moved and he saw no 

bright eyes staring at them. John shouldered a backpack and grabbed a handle of one of the rolling 

luggage bags. “Let’s keep all of our flashlights lit and scanning the area. Hopefully that will scare away 

anything down here. Randy grabbed another rolling luggage bag after shouldering a backpack.  

“Randy,” John started, “Since you have the heaviest load, we’ll put you in the middle between 

me and Amy. “ 

They both said, “OK” 

With flashlights sweeping the area, the three followed the stream toward the light. 

 

Freedom 
 

Willie looked through his binoculars as he watched the huge alien go through his routine. This 

time it looked like he had one of those mole-looking things. With the process complete the alien walked 

away out of his sight. 

"Looks like he's going to be here for a while longer," he said to his companion, Joe, also looking 

through a pair of binoculars. They had walked the ten clicks from the sanctuary to see whether the alien 

had left the area. If he had, they had a crew of ten that would search the new rubble for survivors and 

scavenge the area for what they could find. But it looked like he had taken enough to last a few extra 

days past the normal time-frame he usually stayed. 

Willie just started to put his binoculars away when he noticed flickers of light beneath container. 

Using their binoculars they focused on the area below the container were Willie saw the light. 

Willie, “It looks like lights from flashlights.” 

Joe, “Yeah three of them.” 

They watched as the flashlights were extinguished and three human beings walked into the 

daylight. 

Willie, “People! We better get to them pretty quick or else they will be dead in a few minutes." 

Randy, John, and Amy stopped just as they approached the light. 

John, “Amy, make another swing behind us with your light.” 

She carefully scanned the area and said quietly, “Nothing.” 

They turned off their flashlights and stood in the darkness while they surveyed the area. They 

saw a landscape of plant life on a scale easily one hundred times larger than their Earth counterparts. 



Blades of grass some ten feet high, bushes 300 feet tall, and trees towering miles up in the air above 

them. In all directions they saw flying and crawling insects as big as a human beings. Over to their left 

they could see a huge pile of rubble consisting of dirt, vehicles of all types, buildings, and carcasses of 

creatures they had seen in the structure in which they were held captive. 

To their right they could see what would be considered as a small hill on this planet, but would 

be a mountain higher than Everest on Earth. A bird the size of a fighter jet was near the base of a tree 

picking on a carcass of one of those wolf-things they saw while in captivity. 

Directly ahead of them they saw what appeared to be an animal trail. About 150 feet wide 

running along the base of the mountain curving around the rubble. They looked the trail over carefully 

and saw nothing along it. So they decided to walk down the path.  

As soon as they walked into the sunlight the three saw a blinking white light along the edge of 

the animal trail.  

John, “When did that start?” 

Amy, “Just now.” 

Then they saw four people emerge from the shadows and motion for them to go back into the 

darkness underneath the structure. With their lights flashing the four quickly covered the two hundred 

yards to the structure where John, Amy, and Randy had emerged. 

Willie, “Any more than you three?” 

“No,” the three said in unison. 

Willie, “There’s a safe place about ten clicks from here. We’ll be safe if we stay under cover.” 

The other men relieved John, Amy, and Randy of their second parcel and all seven moved 

quickly the two hundred yards back to the cover of the plant life. John, Amy, and Randy then saw 

another path only a few feet wide roughly paralleling the wider animal trail. 

Willie, “The native insects, birds, and animals seem to be afraid of our lights, but keep your guns 

handy just in case. “ 

Willie to his group, “Bill and Tom, fall in behind our new friends. Joe and I will take the lead.”  

Willie to John, Amy, and Randy, “We have to be as quiet as possible. We can talk when we get to 

safety. 

The seven moved quietly through the brush along the small trail. Two hours later John, Amy, 

and Randy saw an entrance to a cave about 30 feet wide and 25 feet high at the base of the mountain 

they had walking next to since leaving area of the container. About 100 yards into the cave well into the 

darkness they came upon a collection of rocks from the cave that appeared to block off entirely the rest 



of the cave.  But Willie led them through a small maze into a much larger cave where three saw an 

encampment with another twenty people moving toward the seven. 

Willie, “Welcome to our home!” 

John, Amy, and Randy saw a brightly lit environment about as large as a football field in a cave 

some 100 feet high. The encampment consisted of a number large and small tents arranged in a circle 

surrounding a central open area with tables, chairs, cooking equipment, and more lights.  

The twenty that came to welcome John, Amy, and Randy were about evenly split between male 

and female and all ages from early teenage to seniors. Willie, the apparent leader, looked to be in his 

forties. Most were dressed in what would be considered weekend casual: blue jeans, heavy slacks, 

military-style pants, all sorts of t-shirts and sweat shirts, and jackets. Most carried some sort weapon 

either a hunter’s knife hanging from their belt or a side arm.  

Willie interjected into the increasing conversational volume between the three new arrivals and 

the rest of the group, “I am sure you’re curious about how we managed all of this. Let’s sit down and 

have something to eat and we’ll talk.” The entire group sat down to a grand meal of beef tips and 

noodles complemented with several bottles of merlot.  

Pointing to a woman with long red hair, Willie told the three, ”Joanne was the first survivor. The 

alien took her house when she was captured. When she wasn’t taken, she and her house were dumped 

out onto that trash heap you saw when we picked you up. Fortunately, the house wasn’t damaged too 

much, which afforded her some safety from the creatures around here. It was her family’s farm house. 

So, there was enough food with which to survive.” 

Amy interjected, “He took my house, too. The three of us were holding up there when we found 

the grate. There were others, but ….” 

“Yes, we know Amy. We are the lucky ones.” Willie continued, “I came along on the alien’s next 

trip. All I had was my SUV, but I found the grate and got out fairly quickly. Joanne’s house was, 

fortunately, relatively close and I met her when I ran from the structure into the house. For the next six 

months we didn’t come across any survivors, although there were plenty of houses and vehicles 

dumped when the alien left. We scavenged what we could find after each visit. We even managed to get 

one of the vehicles started. We used it for a while, but it eventually broke down. Joanne and I knew we 

had to find something more secure, but we didn’t find this place until a group of marines were brought 

here. There were eight initially, but two were taken and one didn’t survive an insect attack. They found 

the grate, too, and managed to make to the house. Their equipment, a two and one-half ton truck and a 

hummer were dumped out a few days later. The vehicles survived the dumping. We still use them when 

we can find diesel fuel.“ 

John, “So, you have transportation?” 

Willie, “Yes, John. We keep them hidden just off the trail we used to get here.” Pointing to one 

of the marines, “The lieutenant and his guys found this cave during one of their surveillance runs. After 



eliminating a few bugs, we moved in and have been here ever since. Ever since then, about four years 

now, we look for survivors every time the alien returns, which is about 30 to 40 days.” 

John, “What’s with the flashing lights?” 

“We discovered that quite by accident. We had found one of those LED flashlights, which emits 

a very bright, white light. This particular light has two settings. Press the switch once for a steady light or 

twice for the light to flash at four beats per second. We always have two people stand watch at our 

makeshift entrance. One pair heard a noise and one turned on a regular flashlight to see what was 

making the noise, but the batteries were too weak. So, the other person standing watch turned on his 

LED flashlight, but accidentally pressed the switched twice. Well, the insect reacted at once to the 

flashing and backed off out of the cave. We did additional testing and found that all of this planet’s 

creatures can’t stand a flashing light. Ever since then we each carry two lights when we leave the cave: 

one so we can see when it’s dark and a flashing variety to fend off attacks. After this discovery we have 

been able to save our ammunition. We only use our guns now when it’s time to hunt.”   

“Really,” John injected.  

“Yea,” Willie continued, “We don’t have the firepower to take down the large animals, but can 

take down what appears to be a small rodent and birds.” 

“How about fishing? Are there any streams or ponds close by?” Randy asked. The table became 

eerily quiet after everyone heard Randy’s question. Willie looked around the table with a pained grin on 

his face. 

“We didn’t realize why we were brought here until we survived long enough for our alien friend 

to return. You see my friends, that structure you were trapped inside would be called a bait box back on 

Earth.” 

Randy, “You mean we were BAIT!?” 

 

Epilogue 
 

Butler County Register, July 14, 2014 

The family of Randy Stevens notified the Butler County Sheriff’s office of his disappearance. 

Detective Jerry Miles told the “Register” that his son reported Mr. Stevens missing after not 

returning from his regular fishing trip. His son found his truck parked near the Cane Creek Bridge 

on County Road 288. Deputies searched the area, but found no evidence to support any violent 

encounter. If anyone has knowledge of his whereabouts, please contact the Butler County 

Sheriff’s office. 



 

Thirty five days later Randy, John, and Willie watched the alien pick one of his favorites out of 

the bait box and put it into a small cage. He attached the cage to the end of a heavy rope and attached 

the other end of the rope to a pole. He held the pole straight up in the air and caught the swinging rope 

near the bottom of the pole. He carefully swung the cage out over the water to land lightly on the water.  

Fifteen minutes later, Jerry Jones of San Antonio, Texas, woke up and looked around to discover 

he was outside of the structure and in a cage floating on a large body of water. He reached down with 

has hand and sipped some fresh, clean water. He then saw large shadows moving under him. Suddenly, 

a shadow flashed up out of the water capturing the lure, with Jerry inside, in its mouth. The lure 

deployed six hooks some embedding into the flesh inside the mouth. It also emptied the cage into the 

mouth of the water creature where the bait came to his inevitable end. The alien skillfully yanked on the 

pole setting the hooks into the creature. After pulling it ashore and putting the water creature into the 

“live box,” the alien turned toward the bait box to fetch more bait while thinking, “I’ll make sure to get 

more of these the next time.” 

THE END 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


